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My Goal: Engage groups interested in foregrounds in studies based on the 
modern understanding of MHD turbulence

MHD Turbulence Foreground Fluctuations
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We live in a turbulent world!!!

Astrophysical flows have Re>1010. 

Re>>1 induces turbulence!
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Slope ~ -5/3

AUpc

ISM Turbulence Spectrum

Chepurnov & AL 2010

Scincillations and 
scattering

Density fluctuations

WHAM emission: density fluctuations

from Armstrong, Rickett & 
Spanger 1994 

E(k)~k-5/3

Kolmorogov law

Kolmogorov Law is measured for electron density fluctuations



Part I: New Ways to map Magnetic field (2D and 3D)



Why does this crowd care? Answer: Polarized foregrounds arise 
due to galactic B-field

Both galactic synchrotron and dust

Example: 3D polarization is 3D magnetic field + 3D distribution of dust.
Synchrotron is simpler, as 3D distribution of cosmic rays is smooth



Velocities in MHD turbulence are aligned with local magnetic field direction

Goldreich & Sridhar (1995)

AL & Vishniac (1999)
Cho & Vishniac (2000)
Maron & Goldreich (2001)

Local 
direction



Velocity and magnetic field gradients trace local direction of magnetic field 

GS95 prediction

Gradient     to B

Gradients of velocities (and magnetic field ) are maximal perpendicular to local direction of the field



Velocity gradients trace local direction of B-field 

GS95 prediction

Gradient     to B

Gradients of velocities (and magnetic field ) are maximal perpendicular to local direction of the field

Can use velocity centroids to represent velocities from observed data: 

VCG technique: gradients of centroids trace B-field



Thin channels are mostly influenced by velocities (AL & Pogosyan 2000)

AL, Yuen& Sun 2017

High betaLow beta

Intensity fluctuations in thin channel maps trace velocities. Velocity Channel 
Gradients (VChGs) trace B- field 



To quantify the B-field tracing we use the alignment measure (AM)

Gonsalvez-Casanova & AL 2017

is an angle between the projected 
magnetic field and the VCGs

Velocity gradient

B

Borrowed from grain alignment theory (e.g. AL 2007)
Perfect alignment AM=1
No alignment         AM=0



AL & Yuen 2017



Velocity gradients allow us to study 3D B-fields: high velocity clouds as an 
example

B-field of Smith cloud

No other way to study these fields.

Check of validity: perpendicular alignment of velocity and 
density gradients (see more in the talk by Ka Ho Yuen)





Sister Technique: Synchrotron Intensity Gradients also provide a new way 
to study B

Blue– B
Red -- SIGsAL, Yuen, Lee & Cho 2017



It is important to use the gradient information to filter the foregrounds

1. Use velocity gradients as prior for the polarized foreground analysis (similar to the 
suggestion by Susan Clark for filaments).

2. Use the Milky Way rotation curve to get 3D structure of B-field for better modeling 
(again similar to what Susan is going to do with filaments). 

3. Combine velocity and synchrotron intensity gradients to separate the dust versus 
synchrotron contribution.

4. Stay tuned for new developments 



Part II: MHD turbulence is responsible for B/E ratio for dust and synchrotron  



Is there any problem with the turbulence picture that we know?

Used the description of 
turbulent modes from 
AL & Pogosyan 2012 and 
came to this paradox 



Cho & AL 2010

A model of the galactic disk and the halo changes the spectral index



For high latitudes the magnetic field is more regular, i.e. small Alfven Mach number 

Alfven Mach number Is less than unity 



Planck provided the measurements of the parameters of the synchrotron and dust 
foregrounds

B to E ratio

TE Correlation



Alfven mode (v=VA cosq)

incompressible;

restoring force=mag. tension

k

B

slow mode (v=cs cosq)

fast mode (v=VA)

restoring force = Pmag + Pgas

B
k

B

restoring force = Pgas

Theoretical discussion in Lithwick & Goldreich 01

Cho & AL 02

Basic Modes of MHD motions



R for the equal mixture of Alfven and slow modes

Kandel, AL & Pogosyan 2017

Dust polarization

Equal mixture of Alfven and slow modes



Results in Kandel, AL & Pogosyan 2017 support MHD nature of foreground 
fluctuations

Synchrotron    B/E ratio              0. 35                    <0.5                  mixture of Alfven and slow modes        

Polarized dust  B/E ratio         0. 5 <0.5                  mixture of Alfven and slow modes                

Synchrotron TE correlation          positive         no limitation        anything                            

Polarized dust TE correlation      positive         no limitation      slow>fast modes, no n-B correlation                             

Measure observed
value

Required MA Dominant MHD modes 

The spectral index of dust polarization fluctuations can arise from changes of emissivity along the line of sight



Summary

Understanding of 
MHD Turbulence

Understanding 
foregrounds

velocity 
gradients for 
tracing B-fields

Synchrotron 
intensity 
gradients 
for tracing 
B-fields

B to E ratio for 
synchrotron and 
dust

TE ratio for 
synchrotron 
and dust

???


